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Oscillating magnetoresistance in diluted magnetic semiconductor barrier structures
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Ballistic spin polarized transport through diluted magnetic semiconductor single and double barrier struc-
tures is investigated theoretically using a two-component model. The tunneling magnetoresistance~TMR! of
the system exhibits oscillating behavior when the magnetic field is varied. An interesting beat pattern in the
TMR and spin polarization is found for different nonmagnetic semiconductor/diluted magnetic semiconductor
double barrier structures which arises from an interplay between the spin-up and spin-down electron channels
which are split by thes-d exchange interaction.
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Spin polarized transport in solid-state systems has ge
ated intense interest as it is the crucial ingredient
spintronics1,2 and several quantum computation schemes3,4

For these applications, a basic requirement is to produce,
sustain, high spin-polarized currents in semiconductors
sufficient long times. Several schemes have been propos
produce spin injection in semiconductors, such as electr
injected from a ferromagnetic metal into a semiconductor5–8

but the change in device resistance for parallel and anti
allel magnetization is very small. Diluted magnetic semico
ductors~DMS! provides us with a new system in which sp
dependent optical and transport properties are expected.
spin-dependent transport and optical properties in DMS s
tems arise from thes-d exchange interaction between th
conduction electron and the localized 3d5 electrons of the
Mn ions which lifts the degeneracy of the spin-up and sp
down electron and hole states.9

Spin dependent optical properties in a DMS spin sup
lattice was proposed10 and realized.11 Spin-dependent tun
neling through a DMS junction was also studied theore
cally within a mean-field approximation.12–15 Very recently,
experiments have demonstrated that a robust spin in
tion through a diluted magnetic semiconductor juncti
BexMnyZn12x2ySe,16 and a Mn dopedp-type GaAs spin
aligner was possible in which holes were injected into Ga
in the presence of an in-plane magnetic field.17 Spin polar-
ization of the injected carriers was detected by the emi
circular polarized light from the holes which recombin
with the electrons in the nonmagnetic semiconductor~NMS!
quantum wells. Spin coherence can be maintained in se
conductors over large distances~>100 mm! and for long
time ~up to nanoseconds!.18

In this work, we report an interesting oscillating tunnelin
magnetoresistance~TMR! and spin polarization~SP! through
NMS/DMS structures. The DMS structure is similar to t
sample used in the magneto-optical study of Ref. 11. We
theoretically that the TMR for the double barrier structu
oscillates with increasing magnetic field and exhibits a pe
liar beat pattern. The underlying physics of the phenom
arises from the interplay of the spin-up and the spin-do
channels which are split by thes-d exchange interaction
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Note that band-structure effects and spin-orbit interact
are not very efficient spin-flip processes for electrons19

Egueset al.13 first presented theoretical results on spin filte
ing and magnetoresistance through ballistic tunneling ju
tions. In their seminal work, a peculiar beat pattern
the double NMS barriers with DMS contacts is similar
ours, and they pointed out that the beat pattern is dire
related to the peculiar overlap of thes-d spin-split transmis-
sion channel. Here we additionally studied double DMS b
riers with NMS contacts which we found to exhibit also be
patterns. Furthermore, in our calculation we used a differ
approach which is more easily applicable to more com
cated cases, such as, e.g., the case with an electric bia
this work we prove that the beat pattern which arises fr
the superposition of the spin-up and the spin-down chann
a rather general phenomena and can be observed in e
NMS double barrier structures with DMS contacts or DM
barriers with NMS contacts. Instead of ZnSe/Zn12xMnxSe
structures used in the calculation of Ref. 13, we prop
Cd12yMgyTe/Cd12xMnxTe structures to realize single an
double NMS(Cd12yMgyTe) barrier structures with DMS
contacts (Cd12xMnxTe).

Consider a spin unpolarized electron injected into a NM
DMS/NMS single or double barrier structure in the presen
of a perpendicular magnetic field. Due to thes-d exchange
interaction, an external magnetic field gives rise to a gi
Zeeman splitting of the conduction band states which res
in a striking difference of the potential profiles seen by t
spin-up and the spin-down electron~see the insets of the
figures!.12 In this simple system, the electric current h
contributions from spin-up and spin-down channels. Sin
the sample dimensions are much smaller than the spin co
ence length, which may reach up to 100mm in semi-
conductors,16,18 spin-flip processes can be neglected in o
system.

The model Hamiltonian of such systems is of the follo
ing form:

H5~p1eA!2/2m1V~z!11/2gsmBs•B

1Js2d(
i

s~r !•S~Ri !d~r2Ri !, ~1!
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whereS is the spin of the localized 3d5 electrons of the Mn
ions with S55/2 ands is the electron spin. Here we assum
that the magnetic ions are distributed homogeneously in
DMS layers. The exchange term with contact interaction
strongly localized interaction and acts only on the wa
function of the electron at a given Mn21 site.20 me* is the
electron effective mass,V(z) is the zero magnetic field po
tential profile of, e.g., ZnSe/Zn12xMnxSe DMS double bar-
rier structures.11 The vector potential is taken asA5
(2By/2,Bx/2,0) and therefore the magnetic field poin
along thez axis. The third term describes the Zeeman sp
ting of the electron. The last term in Eq.~1! denotes thes-d
exchange interaction between the electron and Mn io
^Sz&5SBJ@SgmBB/kB(T1T0)#, where BJ(x) is the Bril-
louin function and S55/2 spins of the localized 3d5

electrons of the Mn ions,N0 is the number of cations pe
unit volume,Js2d52N0axeff denotes the exchange integr

FIG. 1. The TMRDR/R as a function of the magnetic field fo
different DMS barrier thicknesses. The inset gives the spin po
ization versus the magnetic field. The potential profiles forB50
and BÞ0 are also plotted in the figure. The solid, dashed, dot
and dash-dotted curves correspond to the different thicknesse
the DMS layer: 5, 10, 15, 20 nm, respectively. The parameters
taken from Ref. 11 for ZnSe/Zn12xMnxSe (x50.07).

FIG. 2. The same as Fig. 1 but now for the DMS barrier w
NMS contacts. The parameters are taken from Ref. 21
Cd12yMgyTe/Cd12xMnxTe (x50.04,y50.08).
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for the conduction band. The phenomenological parame
xeff ~reduced effective concentration of Mn! andT0 account
for the reduced single-ion contribution due to the antifer
magnetic Mn-Mn coupling, ands561/2 is the electron
spin operator. The third and fourth terms in Eq.~1! can
be viewed as an effective potential which is different f
the spin-up and spin-down electrons~see the inset of Fig. 1!.
The parameters used in our calculation are taken fr
Ref. 11 for ZnSe/Zn12xMnxSe@see Fig. 1 (x50.07) and Fig.
4 (x50.2)# and from Ref. 21 for Cd12yMgyTe/Cd12xMnxTe
@see Fig. 2 (x50.04,y50.05) and Fig. 3 (x50.04,y50.08)#.
The parameters used in our calculation are
follows: me* 50.16m0 , T051.4 K, N0a50.27 eV, Vb

'10 meV for Zn0.93Mn0.07Se, and Vb'75 meV for
Zn0.8Mn0.2Se; me* 50.096m0 , T053.1 K, N0a50.22 eV,
Vb'10 meV for Cd0.95Mg0.05Te/Cd0.96Mn0.04Te, and Vb
'75 meV for Cd0.92Mg0.08Te/Cd0.96Mn0.04Te.

Electrons on the left and right hand side of the tunnel
barrier can be expressed ascL

s5eikzxs1r se2 ikzxs andcR
s

5tseikzxs , respectively, where the spinorxs ~s5↑↓! is the
spin-up u↑& or the spin-downu↓& state andr s(ts) is the re-
flection ~transmission! coefficient. Taking into account the
boundary conditions, i.e., the continuity of the envelo
function c i

s and its derivative (c i
s)8/mi at the interface, we

r-

d
of

re

r

FIG. 3. ~a! The TMR DR/R as a function of magnetic field fo
a NMS double barrier structure with DMS contacts. The in
shows the spin polarization forEF560 meV,Vb575 meV.~b! The
total conductivity~thick solid curve! and the spin-up~dashed curve!
and spin-down~dotted curve! conductivities as a function o
magnetic field. The parameters are taken from Ref. 21
Cd12yMgyTe/Cd12xMnxTe(x50.04,y50.08).
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can connect the electron wave functionscL
s5TcR

s at the
boundary, whereT is the transfer matrix which has the form
T5) jTM

j 5TM
n TM

n21TM
n22

•••TM
2 TM

1 , with

TM
j 5S coskja

mj

kj
sinkja

2
kj

mj
sinkja coskja

D , ~2!

wherekj5A2me(E2Vj )/\
2.

When a small bias is applied across the junction, a n
equilibrium electron population will be generated. The c
rent densityJ5(sJs can be calculated22

Js5
e2V

2p2l B
2 (

n
S 1

2p D E
0

kn
F

dkzS 2
] f 0

]E DTsvz
s , ~3!

whereTs(n,EF) is the transmission coefficient of our tunn
structure at the Fermi surface for the different spin orien
tions,vz

s5\kz
s/m is the group velocity, 1/2p l B

2 is the density
of state of each Landau level,l B5A\/eB is the magnetic
length, f 0 is the equilibrium distribution function of the con
duction band electrons, and we use the approxima
2] f 0 /]E'd(E2EF) which is valid for kBT!EF . The
low-temperature conductance is given by15

s↑↓/s05(
n

T↑↓~knF
↑↓ !, ~4!

where knF
↑↓ 5A2m/\2@EF2(En6D/2)#, s05e2/2p l B

2h, D
5Js2d^Sz& is the giant Zeeman splitting,En5(n11/2)\vc
is the energy of the Landau level. In our formalism, the to
conductivity is the sum of the conductivity of each Land
level at the Fermi surface and this for each spin state.

The degree of spin polarization~SP! of the current density
is defined by

P5
J↓2J↑

J↓1J↑ . ~5!

HereJ↑(J↓) is the spin-up~spin-down! current density of the
spin-polarized current.

The magnetoresistance~TMR! as a result of tunneling
through the NMR/DMS structures is defined by

DR/R5
R~B!2R~0!

R~0!
5

R~B!

R~0!
215

s~0!

s~B!
21. ~6!

HereJ↑(J↓) is the spin-up~spin-down! current density of the
spin-polarized current.

Figure 1 depicts how the TMRDR/R varies with mag-
netic field in a DMS single barrier structure with NMS co
tacts for different thicknesses of the DMS layer. There i
striking similarity between our results and Fig. 3 of Ref. 1
The inset shows the spin polarizationP(SP) versus magneti
fields. From this figure, we find that the TMR, on the av
age, decreases and oscillates with increasing magnetic
The oscillations of the TMR and the SP are weakened
increasing the DMS barrier thickness. These oscillations
mainly attributed to the oscillation of the spin-down condu
11520
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tivity components↓/s0 which is enhanced~weakened! by
increasing magnetic field~the thickness of the DMS layer!.
The conductivity s↓/s0 of the spin-down component i
larger than that of the spin-up component, since the bar
height seen by the spin-up electron is higher than that s
by the spin-down electron due to the magnetic field-induc
s-d exchange interaction. Therefore the spin-polarization
creases and saturates with increasing magnetic field and
rier thickness.

In Fig. 2 we plot the TMRDR/R as a function of mag-
netic field in a NMS single barrier structure with DMS co
tacts. There is a large difference between Figs. 1 and 2.
tice the almost steplike character in the TMR and the
when the magnetic field approach as the critical fieldBc
;4 T which is determined by the energy separation betw
the spin-up electron energy and the Fermi energy. This se
ration is determined by the magnetic field and the tempe
ture @see Eq.~1!# and is independent of the thickness of t
barrier. This steplike behavior arises from the competition
the spin-up and the spin-down electron conductivity. The
cillating conductivity of the spin-up~spin-down! electron de-
creases~increases! with increasing magnetic field, the spin
down channel makes a dominant contribution to the cond
tivity and the spin-up channel is blocked when the magne
field is larger than the critical fieldBc and consequently lead
to a step. In the inset of Fig. 2, the spin polarization a
exhibits a steplike behavior versus the magnetic field.

FIG. 4. The same as Figs. 3~a! and 3~b! but now for the DMS
double barrier structure with NMS contacts. The parameters
taken from Ref. 11 for ZnSe/Zn12xMnxSe(x50.2).
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OSCILLATING MAGNETORESISTANCE IN . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B65 115209
though the NMS and DMS materials are different from tho
of Ref. 13, the TMR still exhibits similar behavior with Fig
2~a! of Ref. 13.

In Fig. 3~a!, we find that the tunneling magnetoresistan
~TMR! DR/R of a NMS double barrier~DB! structure with
DMS contacts oscillates as a function of the magnetic fie
A similar behavior is also observed in the spin polarizati
@see the inset of Fig. 3~a!#. A peculiar beat pattern is directly
related to the superposition of thes-d spin-split transmission
channels which were found by Egueset al.13 Here we dis-
cuss this behavior in more detail. The oscillating behav
arises from the interplay between the Fermi surface and
position of the Landau levels of the two spin states. Wh
the magnetic field increases, the Landau levels are sw
across the Fermi surface one by one resulting in oscillati
in the magnetoresistance whose origin is similar to those
Shubnikov de Haas~SdH! oscillations. In contrast to the
usual SdH oscillations thes-d exchange interaction leads t
a giant Zeeman splitting at low temperature, and this sp
ting increases with increasing magnetic field which satura
for strong magnetic field which leads to an usual pattern
oscillations. The beating is a result of the fact that the to
current is composed of spin-up and spin-down compone
which are split by thes-d exchange interaction. The inte
play between the spin-up and spin-down channels result
the beat pattern in the magnetoresistance. This is cle
demonstrated in Fig. 3~b! where we show the total conduc
tivity ~the thick curve! and the spin-up~dotted! and spin-
down ~dashed! components. The phase difference of the o
cillating conductivities of the spin-up and spin-dow
channels varies with increasing magnetic field, therefore
reduction and enhancement of the oscillating conductivity
the spin-up and spin-down channels lead to the beat pa
of the total TMR through the NMS double barriers wi
DMS contacts.

Figures 4~a! and 4~b! show the TMRDR/R as a function
of magnetic field for DMS double barriers with NMS con
d
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tacts which have not been studied in Ref. 13. The inse
Fig. 4~a! shows the spin polarization versus the magne
field. Similar oscillating and beat behaviors as in Fig. 3~a!
can be found in this figure. Comparing these results w
Figs. 3~a! and 3~b!, the beat patterns in the TMR and the S
are weakened since the difference between the spin-up
the spin-down electron conductivities varies slowly with i
creasing magnetic field for the DMS double barriers w
NMS contacts.

In conclusion, we studied theoretically thes-d exchange
interaction in DMS single and double barrier structures. O
theoretical results demonstrate that the oscillating TMR
DMS double barrier structures can be controlled by an ex
nal magnetic field which was first observed by Egu
et al.12,13 The beat pattern in TMR arises from the interfe
ence between the spin-up and spin-down channels. The
polarization also exhibits an oscillating behavior when
thickness of the DMS layer changes. Notice that the NM
DMS structures used in our calculation are already reali
experimentally in recent magneto-optical studies, but
present
no transport measurements on such structures are avail
Our results clearly illustrate that the spin polarization
the tunneling current can be tuned in magnitude and sign
changing the external magnetic field and/or the width
the tunneling barrier. Such systems are extremely attrac
from the point of view of both basic research and technolo
cal applications, such as, e.g., in spin switches and s
transistors.
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